New Approach for Exploring Cerebral Functional Connectivity: Review of Cortico-cortical Evoked Potential
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Abstract

There has been a paradigm shift in the understanding of brain function. The intrinsic architecture of neuronal connections forms a key component of the cortical organization in our brain. Many imaging studies, such as noninvasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies, have now enabled visualization of the white matter fiber tracts interconnecting the functional cortical areas in the living brain. Although such a structural connectome is essential for understanding of cortical function, the anatomical information alone is not sufficient. Practically, few techniques allow the investigation of the excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms of the cortex in vivo in humans. Several attempts have been made to track neuronal connectivity by applying direct electrical stimuli to the brain in order to stimulate subdural and/or depth electrodes and record responses from the functionally connected cortex. In vivo single-pulse electrical stimulation (SPES) and/or cortico-cortical evoked potential (CCEP) were recently introduced to track various brain networks. This article reviews the concepts, significance, methods, mechanisms, limitations, and clinical applications of CCEP in the analysis of these dynamic connections.
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Introduction

Numerous anatomical components of the human brain and their couplings with each other are critically important for functional brain activity. Recently, there has been a paradigm shift in the understanding of brain function. The earlier concept that highly localized hierarchical structures in the brain form the interstitial steps between an environmental stimulus and a response has recently given way to the new concept that brain functions are mainly intrinsic and involve acquisition and integration of external stimuli in order to interpret and respond to environmental demands.¹) Therefore, the intrinsic architecture of connections is the key component of cortical organization in the brain. The present article reviews the usefulness of cortico-cortical evoked potential (CCEP) in the analysis of these dynamic links, which has improved the knowledge available in this field.

Connectivity

In general, networks are a collection of nodes and edges, with the edges representing the relationships between two nodes. In the brain, a node may correspond to a certain area of cortex or a group of neurons with synchronized actions. In order to analyze brain function accurately, the empirical data must be represented in the form of a network. The key step in this process involves defining the nodes and/or edges, namely the relevant regions or parcels. Once the nodes are defined, their mutual association can be determined by measurements of structural, functional, or effective connectivity. These pairwise relationships can be assembled in the form of a network. Structural connectivity represents the collection of white matter fiber bundles, usually visualized with neuroanatomical techniques or neuroimaging (diffusion tensor imaging [DTI]). Functional connectivity reveals symmetric statistical relationships, extracted from the regional time course of cortical activation. This can be derived by correlating data from electroencephalography (EEG)/magnetoencephalography (MEG) and/or
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Effective connectivity provides or shows inferences of directed interregional interactions. Many techniques of time-series analysis, such as Granger causality in EEG/MEG and/or fMRI have been used to try to visualize these connections.\(^2\)

### Structural Connectivity

At a macroscopic level, the cerebral cortex could be considered as a set of hierarchically organized functional areas, each of which are formed by large groups of neurons.\(^3\) Noninvasive MRI studies have now enabled visualization of the white matter fiber tracts that interconnect these areas in the living brain. In particular, DTI sequences have a great advantage in that the random microscopic motion of water molecules is biased in the direction of connective fiber pathways. Probabilistic maps of macroscopic interareal tracts can be generated by combining the pattern of diffusion biases across voxels.\(^4\) In addition, another method involving a region of interest (ROI) approach has been introduced and developed. This method produces virtual representations of white matter tracts, accurate to classical postmortem descriptions, for the reconstruction of the association, projection, and commissural pathways of the living human brain.\(^5,6\)

With this method, many clinico-anatomical correlative studies have broadened the view of clinical anatomy beyond the cortical surface in order to encompass dysfunctions related to connecting pathways.\(^7,8\)

Although such a structural connectome is essential for a complete understanding of cortical function, information about transmission alone is not sufficient. In other words, the limitation of DTI-based tractography is that it can resolve neither the function nor the direction of anatomical links. With these results, we can find the connections that exist between two important areas. However, we neither know what kind of information travels nor whether it is one way.

Functional connectivity is usually inferred based on correlations among measurements of neuronal activity, and is defined as statistical dependencies among remote neurophysiological events. However, actual correlations can arise in a variety of ways. Two or more brain regions seem functionally connected if their dynamic correlations are statistically dependent on one another, even in a variety of ways. While it is not practical to simultaneously record from large ensembles of identified neurons in multiple cortical areas of the human brain, noninvasive neurophysiological approaches, such as EEG, MEG, or fMRI, allow delineation of human functional connectivity at a modular level with fairly high spatial resolution.\(^9\) Although this functional connectome suggests that the information flow among the ROIs provides dynamic understanding of cortical function, it does not indicate the actual dynamics of information flow.

Effective connectivity refers explicitly to the causal influence that one neural system exerts over another, either at a synaptic or at a population level.\(^10\) There are two assumed approaches to prove effective connectivity: non-interventional and interventional. The non-interventional approaches are observational and infer causality through the analysis of simultaneous recordings of various areas in order to quantify the directionality of the functional connections with measures, such as Granger causality and dynamic causal models.\(^11,12\) In contrast, interventional approaches involve an empiric perturbation of activity in one area, which is the independent measure, and quantification of its impact or evoked response on other areas, which is the dependent measure. It is dynamic and depends on a model of interactions or coupling. The recent increase in interest in the research of stimulation-based analyses has provided new data on the investigation of the influence of directional connectivity on network topology. Interventional approaches, such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), transcranial direct current stimulation, or CCEP measure neural activity in the living human brain.

### Review of the Literatures

A digital literature review was conducted using internet bibliography databases (PubMed), with the keywords “CCEP” or “cortico-cortical evoked potential.” We have found 19 papers related to TMS studies, 4 reviews\(^13\) and 23 original research articles of CCEP. Practically, few techniques allow the investigation of the excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms of the cortex \textit{in vivo} in humans. Several attempts have been made to track neuronal connectivity by applying direct electrical stimuli to the brain in order to stimulate depth electrodes and record responses from the functionally connected cortex.\(^17,18\)

\textit{In vivo} single-pulse electrical stimulation (SPES) was recently introduced in humans to track various brain networks.\(^19,20\) In particular, the selective influence of premotor transcranial direct current stimulation on intracortical excitability of the ipsilateral M1 might be useful in diseases accompanied by pathological premotor activity.\(^21\) Local SPES has been studied not only in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy but also in those with neocortical epilepsy. These studies have suggested that a cortical imbalance between excitation and inhibition is likely to be the pathophysiological basis for human partial epilepsy.\(^22-24\)
In a similar way, CCEP mapping begins with the injection of electrical current (monophasic, alternating in polarity, with 100–1,000 ms square pulse widths) between a pair of adjacent electrodes. Brief stimulation up to 15 mA is commonly tolerated without inducing afterdischarges or unwanted epileptiform discharges. This procedure is repeated 10–50 times to average the signal of the evoked response. CCEPs typically consist of an early (10–30 ms) negative surface deflection, N1, and a later (80–250 ms) slow wave, N2 (Fig. 1). This technique is advantageous and capable of evaluating the following: (a) cortical structures with a good spatial resolution as 1 cm in case of subdural electrodes implantation, (b) deep structures with a high spatial resolution (up to 5 mm) in case of SEEG, (c) directional dependence in signal propagation with a high temporal resolution in the order of millisecond, and (d) propagation patterns modulated by external stimuli.

It has provided a unique opportunity to electrophysiologically track functional connectivity among different cortical regions and also been specifically used to study the differences in cortical excitability between epileptogenic and normal cortical tissue. Therefore, it may become the “standard technique” against which newer neuroimaging methods of connectivity study are validated.

Possible Generating Mechanisms of CCEP

The generation of CCEPs consists of two phases: (a) the physiological status around the stimulation site and (b) the physiological change recorded at the projection site. If pyramidal cells play a major role in the generation of the induced current in the cortex, we should start with a discussion about stimulation-induced changes in these neurons. Current injected onto the cortical surface could affect local neurons through few assumed mechanisms. Many animal studies have suggested that CCEP generation primarily involves activation of the superficial dendritic tree of pyramidal cells in the external granular/pyramidal, internal pyramidal, and/or multiform layers. Considering the relatively late and blunt N1 potential, excitation could also occur indirectly through activation of ascending recurrent axon collaterals and excitatory interneuron. Second, local responses in the middle and deep pyramidal cells would then propagate down their axons to mono- and poly-synaptically connected regions through cortico-cortical and cortico-subcortical projections. Therefore, it is likely that responses to SPES in humans reflect both a major pyramidal cell contribution through orthodromic cortico-cortical and cortico-subcortico-cortical projections as well as a minor antidromic contribution. As seen from the shape and uniform orientation of the CCEPs, pyramidal cells are also dominant generators of field potentials at the recording site. The N1 of CCEPs bears great similarity to the early excitatory cortical response that results from feed-forward input, whereas the later N2 is reminiscent of the later response. It is likely that both locally-driven oscillations with sequences of excitation and inhibition, as well as recurrent relay volleys, contribute to this prolonged response to even the briefest stimulation.

I. Probing functional networks by CCEP: extraoperative investigation

Two different techniques are performed for intracranial monitoring of CCEP with chronically implanted electrodes. The grid and strip approach involves a craniotomy, followed by placement of two-dimensional strips or sheets of electrodes (typically, 3 mm diameter and 1 cm inter-electrode spacing), with which neural activity can be recorded from the surface of the cortex. In contrast, stereo-EEG involves multi-contact electrode leads that penetrate the brain, with which neural activity can be recorded from cerebral parenchyma. Some CCEP studies have provided new insights into the human limbic network, intimate connections among various regions of the limbic network in reverberating circuits, and the anatomical blueprint underlying the lateral parieto-frontal network. As for motor function, Matsumoto et al. have delineated the cortical motor network between the primary and premotor cortices. Subsequently, a
continued series of CCEP studies related to the pre-supplementary motor area, supplementary motor area, and primary negative motor area have been conducted. In addition, CCEP studies have been reported not only in the hemisphere but also across the hemispheres. Both facial and non-facial motor areas send dense interhemispheric connections to the contralateral facial motor area. CCEP results have suggested a neural connection between the bilateral basal temporal regions, which correspond to the basal temporal language area. CCEP has also been used to clarify the perisylvian and extrasylvian areas that participate in the language system. In contrast to the classical Wernicke–Geschwind model, a CCEP study has revealed a bidirectional connection between Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, probably through the arcuate fasciculus and/or the corticocortical pathway. According to these CCEP results, we speculate that the two language areas are connected mainly through subcortical fibers from the posterior to the basal temporal language area that mediate mono- or oligo-synaptic transmissions. In addition, language reorganization might be associated with a functional shift from the termination of antero-posterior language connections to the surrounding cortices in patients with intractable partial epilepsy. It should be noted that language areas could be identified outside the antero-posterior language connection. CCEP has been applied to lobes other than the frontal/temporal lobe and even to rather deep areas, such as the insula. Stimulation of the lower-order visual cortex elicits an augmentation of gamma-activity in the higher-order visual cortex after the preceding CCEP subsides. The manner of propagation of stimulation-elicted cortical signals differed between feed-forward and feedback directions in the human occipital lobe. CCEP studies have suggested electrophysiological connections from the posterior cingulate gyrus to parietal, temporal, mesial occipital, and mesial frontal areas. The human insula is characterized by a rich and complex connectivity that varies as a function of the insular gyrus and appears to partly differ from the efferents described in nonhuman primates. Moreover, an analysis of the connectivity of Broca’s area with DTI tractography and CCEP was used to measure the spread of artificial currents. That this represents the electrical information flow by CCEP has been confirmed with the neural architecture that was visualized with DTI, which revealed network connectivity in the language system. CCEP responses are well correlated with resting state fMRI findings. Therefore, a multimodal group analysis co-registered to Brodmann areas enabled a multicenter, large-scale, and directional study of local and long-range cortical connectivity, which aids in the interpretation of the noninvasive functional connectome.

II. Intraoperative investigation

In addition to these extraoperative CCEP studies, with chronically implanted intracranial electrodes, two novel attempts have been made for its clinical application to intraoperative use: one to probe epileptogenicity and the other to map the whole functional network by combining cortical and subcortical 50 Hz and 1 Hz stimulation. Alarcon and his coworkers have extensively applied SPES to probe epileptogenicity in the interictal state in the chronic extraoperative setting. By applying SPES in a longer interval of such as 5 sec or 10 sec, they found that delayed responses occur immediately after surgery and determine the optimal resection of a neoplasm. The combination of non-invasive functional and anatomical language studies such as fMRI and DTI, and invasive CCEP mapping could provide a definite map of both functional cortical regions and the termination of white matter connections. Such a map would enable tracking of exact neuronal connections, even during operations. Monitoring CCEP during an awake craniotomy is feasible during the resection of brain tumors affecting language-related cerebral structures. Sequential monitoring of the arcuate fasciculus successfully prevented persistent language impairment over even when no definite interictal activity is present.

The combination of non-invasive functional and anatomical language studies such as fMRI and DTI, and invasive CCEP mapping could provide a definitive map of both functional cortical regions and the termination of white matter connections. Such a map would enable tracking of exact neuronal connections, even during operations. Monitoring CCEP during an awake craniotomy is feasible during the resection of brain tumors affecting language-related cerebral structures. Sequential monitoring of the arcuate fasciculus successfully prevented persistent language impairment over 20 patients in our institute (unpublished data). It can also be used to predict the language outcome after surgery and determine the optimal resection of a neoplasm.

Practical procedures are illustrated as follows: The electrical stimulus, for the CCEP monitoring, consisted of constant current square wave pulses of alternating polarity with a pulse width of 0.3 ms, which were delivered at a fixed frequency of 1 Hz and intensity of 10–15 mA. Two adjacent electrodes were stimulated in a bipolar fashion to achieve more localized current flow in the cortex beneath the electrodes. A 32-channel intraoperative monitoring system (MEE 1232 Neuromaster, equipped
with MS 120B electrical stimulator; Nihon-Kohden, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo) was used in our institute for delivering electric currents, recording raw electrocorticogram (ECoG) to detect afterdischarges and/or EEG seizures, and on-line measurement of CCEP. All the data were digitized at a sampling rate of 5,000 Hz, referenced to a scalp electrode on the skin over the contralateral mastoid process. CCEP was obtained online by averaging ECoG time-locked to the stimulus onset, with a time window of 400 ms and a band-pass filter of 1–1,500 Hz. Reproducibility was confirmed by comparing at least two trials of CCEP. SPES was delivered to each candidate site of the anterior language area (AL) according to the results of preoperative fMRI and anatomical (probabilistic diffusion tensor tractography) MRI investigations. CCEP was recorded from the electrodes over the lateral temporo-parietal area covering the putative posterior language area (PL). A large CCEP response with an N1 peak around 20–40 ms in the PL was considered to represent the cortico-cortical connections between the AL and PL (Fig. 2). Based on the localization of the maximum CCEP response in the PL, the frontal stimulus site was selected for online sequential CCEP recordings. In other words, we determined the putative AL based on the locus of that led to peak CCEP amplitude evoked in PL (optimal CCEP connection representing the arcuate fasciculus). Throughout the surgical procedure, the integrity of the dorsal language pathway, namely,
the arcuate fasciculus, can be monitored online by stimulating the putative AL and by recording CCEP from the putative PL, in a sequential fashion at 10–15 min of intervals. Of note, CCEP measurement is highly practical since (1) it is feasible even during general anesthesia, (2) it takes only a minute or less for each trial, and (3) it can probe connections even in the presence of brain edema that usually prevents accurate tract tracing by diffusion tractography. This intraoperative application has been validated by a different group.\(^{51}\) Intraoperative CCEP monitoring is clinically useful for evaluating the integrity of the language network (Fig. 2). In our case series, 32% decrease did not produce persistent language impairment.\(^{50}\) By analogy to MEP,\(^{52}\) further case accumulation is warranted to yield a certain cut-off value for establishing its clinical utility. Intraoperative investigation provided a unique opportunity to study the subcortical language network as well. After tumor removal, SPES has been applied to the white matter tracts beneath the floor of the removal cavity in order to trace its connections into the language-related cortices (Fig. 3). Judging from the latencies and distribution of CCEP and subcortico-cortical evoked potential (SCEP), the eloquent subcortical site was shown to connect directly with two different cortical language areas, which were already shown by CCEP to connect each other. Combined 50 Hz and 1 Hz white matter stimulation under awake craniotomy would be a promising method to probe

Fig. 3 Subcortico-cortical evoked potential (SCEP). a: Site of paired electrical stimulation on white matter. A pair of electrodes (green circle) was stimulated at the floor of the tumor removal cavity (right). The site (green cross) was located close to the arcuate fasciculus passing (white line) in the co-registered image on the neuro-navigation system (left). b: Cortical responses, evoked by the SPES to the subcortical area in the floor of removal cavity (SCEP), were identified both in the frontal (B plate) and temporal (A plate) areas. c: Maximum SCEP response was recorded on the A12 electrode in temporal lobe, and the B07 electrode in frontal lobe (dotted circle). Their onset latencies of N1 were 6.4 ms and 5.6 ms, respectively. The summation of them (12.0 ms) was very close to the onset latency of CCEP (12.8 ms) between frontal and temporal regions in this case. Adapted with permission from Reference 50.
the function and cortical targets of the large white matter bundles involved in higher brain functions such as language.

**Limitations**

As addressed above, CCEP is a powerful tool for detecting functional connections in cortical networks. However, there are some limitations to its potential clinical use. First of all, the reported CCEP could not correspond to completely normal networks because most of the data have been obtained in patients with intractable epilepsy or tumor. Second, CCEP data are, moreover, limited inside the coverage area of the used electrodes with the current technique especially in the regions of interest. Due to lack of information outside the coverage area, it is unknown whether there are connections other than those obtained by recorded CCEP. Third, the mechanisms of CCEP are too complicated to be fully understood. It clarified neither the normal range of latency nor the normal range of amplitude at each time component of N1 and N2. Therefore, we need much more case accumulation to establish the promising parameter and/or cutoff line to check. Fourth, there is, on the other hand, a wide variety in stimulation parameters, including the electrode type among research groups, which make it difficult to accumulate the consistent CCEP results across different research groups. Fifth, since several studies have obtained bidirectional CCEP responses, it is not clear whether the pathway is indeed bidirectional or reflecting orthodromic and/or antidromic transmission. Suitable input-output setting of CCEP monitoring has not been established. Finally, CCEP responses could be affected by the vigilance and/or cognitive states of the patients. We should be careful about the influence of anesthetic agents, especially during intraoperative CCEP monitoring. According to our preliminary observations, CCEP amplitude or morphology may change depending on the patients’ state, but the distribution would remain the same (unpublished data).

**Conclusion**

Although we addressed six limitations that need to be addressed for further understanding and/or development in the future, CCEP mapping represents a potentially powerful tool that could provide details of the organization of cortical networks with high spatial and temporal resolution. The brain is composed of numerous subregions with functional specializations, which are not isolated, but largely connected with each other. Therefore, this technique is a useful method not only in basic neuroscience validating noninvasive neuroimaging techniques, but also in clinical refinement in the field of neurosurgery.
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